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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions

While I commend the authors for their important work in the field, this manuscript does not provide a significant, contribution to the literature.

1. Is the question posed by the authors new and well defined?
   No. This type of policy analysis has been done in the past by Omar et al. (see below reference. While the “Areas for Action” identified are important, they are fairly generic and already well described in other published articles as well as WHO documentation.

2. Are the methods appropriate and well described, and are sufficient details provided to replicate the work?
   No. The methods described were very subjective and depended on stakeholder opinions. There

3. Are the data sound and well controlled?
   Very little data was actually presented

4. Does the manuscript adhere to the relevant standards for reporting and data deposition?
   N/A

5. Are the discussion and conclusions well balanced and adequately supported by the data?
   As above

6. Do the title and abstract accurately convey what has been found?
   No. The fours African countries should have been named and the paper should have tried to distinguish itself form the Omar et al paper.

7. Is the writing acceptable?
   The writing was reasonable
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